
 

 

 

 

 

 

Unknown Lieutenant-Colonel of the North 

York Rifles (Militia), Patrol Jacket,                     

c. 1858-1868 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Person 

Although we do not know the name of the man who wore this patrol jacket we can suggest 

the kind of experience he might have had as a militia man c.1850-1870. In 1852 an Act 

ordered that the militia was to become a volunteer force with each volunteer serving five 

years. If war broke out and there were too few recruits, men under the age of 35 could be 

recruited by ballot, as had been done prior to 1852. Recruits were required to attend 

training for 3-4 weeks at Richmond. The men were billeted in the town, an arrangement 

which proved profitable for the local people who received financial recompense. The 

officers Mess was held in the King’s Head, which is still a hotel in the town today. While he 

was a Captain, the man who wore this jacket would have been in charge of recruiting new 

volunteers. Captains were usually men from the county and had some influence in their 

respective districts. Recruitment was to a certain extent somewhat haphazard and not 

always popular among the local people. Robert Turton Bell recalls an anecdote concerning 

recruiting in his book about the North York Militia (Robert Turnton Bell, The History of the 

North York Militia, now known as The Fourth Battalion Alexandra Princess of Wales’s Own 

(Yorkshire Regiment) 1907, p126).  

“The late Lord Cathcart, who, as Lord Greenock, commanded a company at this time, was 

most energetic in procuring recruits. One morning...he saw seven men in a tree near 

Bamlett’s Whin...he made them an ‘inflammatory harangue’ as he termed it, and they all 

came down and agreed to enlist...(he) drove them to the house of a certain doctor in 

Topcliffe, to be attested. Unfortunately, the wives and mothers heard of their intention, and 

were in up in arms, while the doctor, fearing for his popularity, escaped by the back door.” 

The militia was considered to be inefficient and did not have a good reputation. There was 

difficulty in recruiting enough men and there was low attendance at training. A number of 

reforms changed the organisation of the militia. In 1868 the militia reserves could be 

drafted into the regular army, and a number of Acts over the subsequent years allow 

volunteers from the Militia to serve abroad. Changes to the way the volunteers were 

clothed made the organisation more financially efficient. Previously, Colonels of the 

regiment had been provided with money to clothe their recruits but could choose where 

they acquired the garments from. They could therefore chose cheaper suppliers and keep 

the leftover money. In 1873 the depot at Richmond was established, moving some of the 

militia companies from their buildings at Richmond Castle. Finally in 1877, the militia 

became the 3rd and 4th Battalions of the Green Howards, then known as The Princess of 

Wales Own Regiment. The uniform the militia wore was standardised to match that of the 

Regular Infantry, with the facings changed from black to green. Braid decoration remained 

silver, however, to distinguish these volunteer regiments from the Regular Infantry. 

 

 



The Design 

The style and design of this patrol jacket is very similar to that of the Regular Infantry 

uniform of the 1860s. Uniform has become more practically tailored and shaped. The sack 

coat has become a popular garment in civilian wear. Compared to a garment such as a 

frockcoat, this coat is loose fitting and single-breasted and with a lower waist-line. This 

patrol jacket is similar in these respects, but, unlike civilian wear, fastens up to the neck. It 

also has a lower collar than previous military uniforms. A lower waistline elongates the 

upper part of the body, while additional padding creates a rounded chest. The chest panels 

are quilted in a mesh pattern using hundreds of tiny, hand-made stitches.  

Facings are the way in which a regiment is identified by its uniform. The North York Militia 

had facings of black velvet. The rest of the jacket is decorated, quite elaborately in this case, 

with braid and lace. The cuffs in particular are decorated with yellow/green and red braid 

which is looped and intertwined. Braiding across the chest is known as ‘frogging’. The length 

of each braid is varied to highlight the shape of the waist, the last being placed on the waist 

seam. Five needle lace toggles fasten through a piece of braid.  

The placement of the back, shoulder and sleeve seams affects the shape of the patrol jacket. 

In this case, the shape created is quite natural. The top of the sleeve begins just slightly off 

the shoulder and the back is quite broad so allowing a greater range of movement. 

Epaulettes are created using the same braid which decorates the rest of the patrol jacket. 

They are so thin that the embroidered rank pips are moved to the collar. The sleeve shape is 

cut particularly wide but retains a curved seam to reduce excess fabric at the elbow. 

Three pockets have been included in this patrol jacket at the front left breast, and two 

inserted into the skirts. The pocket included in the chest panel is particularly smart, with a 

welt pocket opening inserted underneath the quilted chest panel. In previous uniforms the 

two pockets inserted into the skirts would be accessed through a vent in the tails. However 

the vent has not been included in this style of patrol jacket.  

A sword belt of black leather with silver fastenings is worn around the waist. The clasp 

consists of two interlocking disks, the front of which includes the letters NYR (North York 

Rifles). The North Yorkshire Militia changed title to North York Rifle (Militia) in 1852.  



 

Top: Quilted lining. 

Bottom: Frogging with needle lace toggles. 

 

 



              
 

 

Top left: Black velvet cuffs with elaborate braid decoration. 

Top right: Orientation of shoulder, back and sleeve seam. 

Bottom left: Braid epaulette with embroidered rank pips on collar. 

Bottom right: Sleeve shape. 

   



       
Top left: Interior left breast pocket. 

Top right: Pocket inserted into skirt. 

Bottom: Sword belt clasp. 

 

 



 
 

Top: Shoulder belt badges. 

Bottom: Ammunition pouch. 

 

 
 



Item Measurements and Fabric 

This patrol jacket is largely machine stitched 

with some hand-made additions. The 

quilted lining is made by hundreds of hand-

made stitches in a mesh pattern and the 

decorative needle lace toggles would also 

have been hand-made. 

 Needle lace toggles:  

 1 ½ inch or 4 cm long 

 ½ inch or 1.5 cm at the widest point 

 

Pocket at left breast.     Pocket inserted into skirt lining. 

    

 

 

Pocket 

opening:        

5 inch or   

13 cm 

2 ½ inch or 7 cm 

7 inch or 18 cm 

Pocket 

opening:         

6 ¼ inch or 

16.2 cm 

5 inch or 13 cm 

7 inch or 18 cm 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Collar height:  

 Front: 1 inch or 2.5 cm 

 Back: ½ inch or 4 cm 

Waist: 33 ½ inch 

or 84.9 cm 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shoulder: 6 ½ inch or 16.5 cm Shoulder: 6 ½ inch or 16.5 cm 

Across the back:       

14 ¼ inch or 36.4 cm 

Nape to hem: 31 ¾ inch or 81 cm 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sleeve length: 20 inch 

or 51 cm 

Elbow width:       

7 5/8 inch or   

19.5 cm 

Cuff height: 

 Front: 2 inch or 5 cm 

 Back: 1 ¼ inch or 3.4 cm 



         

Navy blue superfine broadcloth.          Black velvet facings. 

         

Navy blue superfine shalloon.          Yellow and red braid. 

 

 

 

 


